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* Note that, so far, the document focuses on the record semantic. syntactical aspects will be addressed in future releases of the document

BASE PROPERTIES

The definition from the OGF-UR definition document is:

Base properties are those items that all or most sites deem critical for accurately recording the usage of their resources. They include job and user identification, as well as most of the common types of resources that sites need to measure.

We need to take into consideration the fact that we need to produce valid usage records for both grid-wide jobs and local ones, so whenever it is necessary I'm going to specify if we need different behavior for local jobs and make a proposal. Note that this is a proposal open to discussion. Although some details can be out of scope at this level of the discussion, I prefer to have them to be sure there are no misunderstandings. We don't care in this step if it is possible with the current middleware implementation to retrieve the info.

OGFUR Par.
BaseTag
APEL
ARC
DGAS
UNICORE
Semantic







Base Properties

 
 
 
 
 
11.1
RecordIdentity

X
X
X
OGF UR: GRID-wide unique identifier for the record
11.2
JobIdentity | GlobalJobId

X
X
X
OGF UR: Global job identifier as assigned by metascheduler or ferderation scheduler
11.2
JobIdentity | LocalJobId
X
X
X
X
OGF UR:  Local job identifier as assigned by the batch queue
11.2
JobIdentity | ProcessId




OGF UR:  Local PID of the Job
11.3
UserIdentity |LocalUserId
X
X
X
X
OGF UR: Local identity for the user
11.3
UserIdentity | GlobalUserName
X
X
X
X
OGF UR: Global GRID level user name
11.4
JobName

X
X
X
OGF UR: Name of the job or application that gerated this usage
11.5
Charge


X

OGF UR: Specifies the total charge, in generating system's allocation unit associated with the usage
11.6
Status

X
X
X
OGF UR: Completion status associated with the usage as a string (See UR def for legal values)
11.7
WallDuration
X
X
X
X
OGF UR: wallclock time that elapsed
11.8
CpuDuration
X
X
X
X
OGF UR: CPU time used, summed over all processes associated with this usage
11.9
EndTime
X
X
X
X
OGF UR: Time at which usage consumption ended
11.10
StartTime
X
X
X
X
OGF UR: Time at which usage consumption started
11.11
MachineName

X
X
X
OGF UR: Descriptive name of the machine on wich job ran. This may be a system hostname or site's name.
11.12
Host
X
X
X
X
OGF UR: Name of the host on wich a job ran
11.13
SubmitHost

X


OGF UR: Name of the host from wich the job was submitted
11.14
Queue

X
X
X
OGF UR: Name of the queue from wich the job was submitted
11.15
ProjectName

X
X
X
OGF UR: Identifier of the project or charge group associated with this usage


The above table is the result of the survey considering just base properties for APEL,ARC,DGAS and UNICORE.


OGF-UR V1.0 Attributes - EMI semantic -  Paragraphs identified with EMI.* are EMI specific extensions to the record format.

11.1 RecordIdentity

	This is the unique identifier for the usage record (not for the job). We leave the decison on the algorithm to the implementation phase. Record identities must be assured to be globally unique.

11.2.1 JobIdentity | GlobalJobId 

	Grid:  This can be the job unique identifier assigned by the metascheduler if we have one. For example a WMS dgJobid for APEL and DGAS. 
	Local:In case of local jobs this field MUST be empty.

11.2.2 JobIdentity | LocalJobId

	The LRMS ID for the job as assigned by the Batch system.

11.2.3 JobIdentity | ProcessId

	The unix PID of the job on the executing node

11.3.1 UserIdentity | LocalUserId

	The unix username of the user running the job on the executing node.

11.3.2 UserIdentity | GlobalUserName

	Grid: The user's certificate DN
	Local: In case of local jobs this field MUST be empty.

* EMI.1 UserIdentity | VirtualOrganization

* EMI.2 UserIdentity | ProjectName

* EMI.3 UserIdentity | Group

* EMI.4 UserIdentity | LocalGroupId

11.4 JobName

	This is an optional Record in the UR Document that may contain a descriptive name of the job. It has to be stressed that user defined job names are often difficult to retrieve from an accounting perspective and are not suitable for reliable accounting purposes.

11.5 Charge
	
	This is for economic accounting purpose. It is the charge applied to the user for the job. 
	None of the EMI middleware actually has economic accounting working in production. It has been noted that other than the charge metric it is necessary to provide the 'currency' adopted
	OGF-UR already provides the necessary fields to both specify the 'unit' (11.5.2) and the cost computation 'formula' (11.5.3) 

11.6 Status

	This is the 'literal' value of the job status and not an exit status number the available status are:
	
aborted – A policy or human intervention caused the job to cease execution 
completed – The execution completed 
failed – Execution halted without external intervention 
held – Execution is held at the time this usage record was generated 
queued – Execution was queued at the time this usage record was generated 
started – Execution started at the time this usage record was generated 
suspended – Execution was suspended at the time this usage record was generate 

Not all the status available in the record definition are implemented (or implementable) by the accounting middleware sensors. Moreover OGF do not provide any mean
to insert the the user payload numeric exit status, so we will add a new field for this.


11.7 WallDuration

	WallClock time elapsed during the job execution. basically it EndTime-StartTime no matter on how many cores, processors, nodes, sites the user job ran on.

11.8 CpuDuration

	This is the CPU time consumed. If the job ran on many cores/processors/nodes/sites...all separate consumptions shall be aggregated in this value. This as an impact on MPI jobs, where the consumption of all the 'nodes' of the MPI job get aggregated into this CPU consumption. This is the way LRMS accounting work on the batch systems underlying the avaialble CE implementations. 

11.9 EndTime

	The job end timestamp

11.10 StartTime

	The job start timestamp

11.11 MachineName

	The hostname identifying the computing cluster where the job executed. Typically, on a batch system, this will be the LRMS server host name.

11.12 Host

This is used to identify the host where the user payload physically run. As an example, nn case of MPI jobs more than one Host parameter can be specified, If a master node for the computation can be identified, it can be flagged as 'primary' with a dedicated attribute.

11.13 SubmitHost

	This is the only host-related parameter really clear and univocal in the OGF-UR definition. The host from which the user submitted the job. Unfortunately just ARC is using this in EMI.

11.14 Queue

	Simply the LRMS Queue. The queue information, per se, is useful just in a local context. In a grid environment is meaningful just when parameters uniquely identifying the grid site is present.


EMI.5 SiteName

	This is the parameter used to identify the SiteName of the computing centre where the job executed. There is however the need to specify, with an attribute, which definition of the site name is used.
	E.G. To comply with EGI requirements it could be type="gocdb" to contain information on the site name as the GOC DB expects it.


